ABSTRACT Medical researchers have always been interested in heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) analysis. However, nowadays, investigators from a variety of other fields are also probing the subject. Recent advancements in non-contact HR and HRV measurement techniques will likely further boost interest in emotional estimation through HRV. Such measurement methods involve the extraction of the photoplethysmography (PPG) signal from the human's face through a camera. The latest approaches apply independent component analysis (ICA) on the color channels of video recordings to extract a PPG signal. Other investigated methods rely on Eulerian video magnification (EVM) to detect subtle changes in skin color associated with the PPG. To the best of our knowledge, EVM has not been successfully employed to extract HRV features from a video of a human face. In this paper, we present a comparison between our two approaches, one which is based on the ICA and the other is based on EVM. Final results show that the proposed ICA-based method yields better results when it comes to the high frequency (HF) and low frequency over high-frequency (LF/HF) HRV parameters [mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.57 and 0.419] when compared with the EVM-based method (MAE 0.76 and 1.69); however, the second method showed better MAE results for low frequency (LF) and higher correlation with the ground truth. Also our proposed ICA method showed better results in general by improving HF estimates, but the EVM-based method might be more appropriate when motion is involved or when the HF component is not important.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heart rate (HR) refers to the number of heart beats within a time interval, while heart rate variability (HRV) refers to the variation in the time intervals between consecutive heart beats. Changes in HRV, as well as other physiological features, are highly reflective of the human aoursal emotional dimension [1] . Thus, in addition to assessing cardiac problems, HRV analysis can be used to measure mental stress in subjects [2] , [3] .
The process of measuring HRV can be classified into either contact methods or non-contact methods. Contact methods are the most widely used techniques for extracting HRV signals, and often involve the use of sensors placed directly on the subject's body. These methods may involve the measurement of an electrocardiography (ECG) signal obtained through an ECG sensor or photoplethysmography (PPG) signal obtained through a pulse oximeter. Conversely, noncontact methods rely on the user of sensors that estimate the cardiac rhythm without directly being placed on the subject's body. Traditionally, non-contact methods involve the use of highly specialized and expensive sensors like laser and microwave dopplers [4] , [5] . Recently, it has been shown that a PPG signal can be measured using a standard digital camera with ambient light as an illumination source [6] . Furthermore, HRV features now can be estimated from a simple recorded facial video [7] which makes it easier, cheaper and more practical to conduct HRV analysis.
Many applications, such as those involving newborn monitoring [8] and stress monitoring [9] , can be enhanced by employing remote physiological measurement methods. Contact measurement devices are still the golden standard when it comes to estimating HR and HRV. However, non-contact or remote measuring techniques do not require electrodes' attachment to the body [10] , and thus may be a more convenient measurement methods for the aforementioned applications.
Moreover, HRV monitoring based on contact sensors may make subjects feel nervous or uncomfortable, which would create variability in the results, especially for emotion estimation. Non-contact devices also allow measurements to be made without alerting the monitored subject. For example, this technique can be applied in police interrogations to monitor signs of stress and arousal.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized in two points: 1) Introducing an EVM based method for extracting HRV parameters from videos of human faces; to the best of our knowledge, this is the first successful attempt for this purpose. 2) Introducing a second method based on ICA. The results presented will show that our proposed ICA based method yields more accurate results for HRV parameters estimation using a non-contact method compared to previous work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the related work in section II, introduce the proposed methods in section III, detail the results and discussion in section IV and V, and provide our conclusion and future work directions in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Non-contact measurement of vital signs can be achieved using several methods. For example, a laser Doppler based approach can be used to measure the heart rate (HR) and breath rate (BR) of human subjects through the analysis of angular and shear cardiovibrations [4] . Another method involves the use of a microwave Doppler, where a system operator controls a radar system equipped with a charged coupled device camera and a 0.6 meter dish to aim a beam into the thorax area of the subject's chest [5] . Furthermore, thermal imaging can be used to capture information about the movement of blood in major superficial vessels [11] . However, recent studies have shown that a PPG signal can be measured using a standard digital camera in ambient light conditions [6] . Poh et al. [12] introduced an approach to detect heart rate through facial video recordings. This approach proved the practicality of a non-contact HR measurement method using a relatively inexpensive camera.
Furthermore, Poh et al. [12] proposed a method for estimating HRV features and frequency domain parameters [7] . This technique used an RGB camera recording from a short distance; however it has a limited frequency bands resolution (only red, green and blue). To the contrary, Mcduff [10] recommended to combine the cyan, orange and green bands to achieve better results. For that, a novel five bands digital camera that has the ability to record cyan and orange along the RGB bands was used instead of the standard RGB camera [3] , [10] . Using this method, alternative frequency bands can be used to improve the accuracy of measuring physiological features.
The method proposed in [7] uses independent component analysis (ICA) for extracting the BVP waveform from the video. ICA is a technique used for isolating independent signals from a set of vectors that consist of a linear combination of these signals [13] . The difference between ICA and other methods such as classical factor analysis is that ICA searches for statistically independent and non-Gaussian signals [14] .
ICA is applied to many applications in various areas [14] . For example, it can be used in brain imaging since the electrodes attached to the scalp linearly combine the signals generated from the various sources of the brain. Another application is in econometrics where ICA is used to break down parallel time series into independent components to reveal information about the data set structure. ICA has also been used in image feature extraction to locate image features that are very independent.
Recovering the PPG signal using ICA [7] , [10] is currently the most studied method. However this method is sensitive to movement and variation in light [15] . The EVM technique was shown to be effective when it comes to HR extraction [15] - [18] . It is based on the Eulerian principle that states that pressure and velocity develop over time and hence the term ''Eulerian video magnification''. When using the Eulerian perspective on videos, each pixel is processed independently and treated as a time.
EVM utilizes localized spatial pooling and temporal filtering to pull out the signal of the cardiac pulse [17] . This technique allows for the magnification of the subtle changes in the skin color instigated by the blood flow in facial vessels [16] . Hence this method can be used to make this phenomenon visible to the naked eye. Nonetheless, extracting the HRV signal using this method is still a challenge and only few attempts have been made [15] , [18] .
III. METHODS

A. RECOVERY OF PPG SIGNAL
We propose two methods to recover the PPG signal from a recorded facial video of humans. One is based on the ICA technique and the second is based on the EVM technique. Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of the two methods. Both methods aim to extract the cardiovascular pulse wave which circulates throughout the body when the heart beats.
There are several steps that are common in both ICA and EVM methods. One of which, is to identify the region of interest (ROI) that is most appropriate to use. To achieve that, we use a face detection algorithm to locate the face region in the first frame of the video. The algorithm produces the coordinates, as well as the height and width that describe a box that surround the face region. In the face, the highest regions of blood flow are the forehead and cheeks [19] ; thus the regions within the box that are most relevant were the forehead and the cheeks. Hence, we select a ROI box centered with 40% width and full height of the box surrounding the face. The ROI taken from the first frame is used for all the frames to maintain its stability which minimizes the motion artifacts assuming that the subject is stationary during the recording.
Where µ i and θ i are the mean and standard deviation respectively for i = 1, 2, 3. 
1) ICA BASED METHOD
We summarize the ICA based method as follows (see Figure 1 ): 1) Obtain the raw signals from the ROI, 2) Extract the red, green and blue (RGB) channels from the ROI. 3) Spatially average each of the RGB channels using all pixels in the ROI to produce a red, green and blue discrete signals. These signals are denoted as y 1 (t), y 2 (t) and y 3 (t) respectively and are referred to as the raw elements. Here, we detrend the raw elements using the approach of [20] with λ = 2000 as the smoothness parameter, and normalize the detrended raw elements using equation (1). 4) Apply the ICA technique using the joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices (JADE) algorithm [21] to break up the raw elements into three independent source signals. ICA helps separate the observed raw elements from the noise caused by motion artifacts [12] . When applying ICA, the source signals are returned in a random order. 
5) To select the best component, apply Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) on the output sources and choose the one with highest peak within the range of 45 and 180bpm [10] . 6) Apply a series of filters to the resulting signals. The first filter is a K-point moving average to smooth the signal using equation (2) with K = 5. 7) Apply a 3db band-pass Hamming window filter with a cut-off between 0.75 and 3HZ , which are low and high frequencies at 45 and 180bpm (normal human HR range). 8) Since our experimental setup is lit by artificial lighting, this kind of illumination produces high frequency VOLUME 5, 2017 signals which interfere with the PPG signals extracted from the video. Consequently, additional filtering is required to clean up the signal. If we were measuring the HR, it would not be a major issue (since HR involves counting the number of PPG peaks regardless of the time interval between them). However, in the case of HRV estimation, to get the R-R interval, the signal should be very clean. Hence, we add a narrow IIR band pass filter with cut-off frequencies based on the specific HR range of the measurement period. This technique is especially effective for short measurement periods. It is worth noting that in numerous emotional and physiological assessment applications, HRV records of 5 minutes length are typically used [2] . 9) Determine minHR (the minimum HR) and maxHR (the maximum HR) from the signal produced in section III-B. 10) Use the minFreq equation (3) and the maxFreq equation (4) as cut-off range to create a narrow IIR filter. Apply the IIR filter to the signal retrieved in Step 7. 11) Design a 2nd order Butterworth filter to attenuate frequencies outside the interest band. We found that α = 5 (equation (3)) and β = 5 (equation (4)) rendered good results. We employ the Butterworth filter as oppose to other IIR filters because of its flat pass-band and stop band-band can help avoid ripples. This will prevent certain frequencies from being favored over others within the valid range.
Y s is the notation of the output smoothed value for the ith data point, N represents the number of the neighbors. (2N + 1) is 5.
where i is the period of measurement and α is constant number ε[0, ∞).
where i is the period of measurement and β is constant number ε[0, ∞).
2) EVM BASED METHOD
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed EVM based method shown in Figure 2 is the first successful attempt at extracting accurate HRV features from a facial video using the EVM technique. If the goal is just to obtain the HR, the green channel extracted from the EVM magnified video is sufficient for such operation and no further processing is necessary. However, the HRV signal is very sensitive to noise and therefore more filtering is required.
The following are the steps needed to perform the proposed EVM method (see Figure 2 ): 1) Apply the EVM magnification algorithm on the cropped ROI instead of the whole frame. 2) Apply the Guassian pyramid for spatial pooling and a narrow band-pass filter, by applying the Fourier transform for every pixel, and setting to zero every frequency that does not fall between the Cut-Off (45 and 240bpm). Then apply the inverse Fourier transform to rebuild the frame. 3) Spatially average each of the RGB channels using the same process employed in Step 3 for the ICA based method. 4) From our experiments, the green channel seems to render the cleanest PPG signal. Therefore, it is the one chosen for further processing. To reduce noise, the green channel is filtered with 5dp moving average, 3dp Hamming window with cut-off frequencies between 45 and 180bpm and with a Butterworth bandpass filter with minFreq and maxFreq as cut-off frequencies (same filters used in the ICA based method).
3) HRV SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR ICA AND EVM
Due to the limit of the camera frame rate, (we use 30fps in our data collection) the resulting PPG signal is considered to be at low resolution one. This would drastically affect the HRV analysis. To resolve this issue, a cubic spline interpolation (Figure 3 ) is implemented at 240Hz. After the signal is interpolated, a peak detection algorithm is applied. McDuff et al. [10] proved that a moving window of 0.25 seconds gives highly correlated results with the contact sensor measurements. The highest point is detected inside the window. If the detected point is greater than the highest point in the previous window and greater than the highest point in the next window, it will be selected as a peak. The same procedure is repeated for the whole signal. The RR intervals series is extracted by calculating the time between consecutive peaks. Head motion, variation in the illumination and other artifacts can influence the accuracy of the HRV analysis by affecting the RR interval. To reduce the effect of such sources of error, the HRV series needs to be filtered. The interval correction used in our work is based on the technique presented in [22] (Figures 4 and 5) .
B. QUANTIFICATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
The HR is very important for our methods because we are using the HR range of the subject as the cut-off frequency for the filters. The method employed to extract the HR is based on [23] and [12] (Figure 6 ). The chosen independent component outputted by the ICA based method or the green channel signal from the EVM based method is the input signal of this phase. To discard the unwanted frequencies, a band-pass filter is applied to the signal. An IIR filter, more specifically a second order Butterworth filter, is used in this case. The normal HR range for humans is between 45 and 180bpm, therefore the cut-off frequency given to the filter is 0.75 − 3Hz. After that we converted the time domain signal to the frequency by applying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). To estimate the HR continuously, FFT procedure, peak detection and smoothing procedures are performed every 0.5 seconds in a moving window of the last three seconds of signal.
FIGURE 5. RR interval after artifact removal.
A duration of three seconds is chosen as it gave the best results relative to other lengths that we attempted. These steps are performed every 0.5 seconds to increase the number of HR calculations which will be later smoothed to give a VOLUME 5, 2017 better estimation. To reduce the artificial high frequencies that appear when the signal is treated as periodic by the FFT, a Hanning window was used to bring the edges to zero. After performing the FFT, the highest peak was detected in the interest band which is the HR band between 45 and 180. The detected peak is then converted to the right frequency in the FFT vector. The HRV analysis of the frequency domain is achieved by a power spectrum density (PSD) estimation. The main parameters we are interested in are Low Frequency (LF) which corresponds to 0.04 to 0.15Hz, High Frequency (HF) which corresponds t0 0.15to 0.4Hz and LF/HF. The values of LF and HF parameters are converted to normalized units (n.u.).
IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Twelve subjects participated in the experiments. The participants were 9 males and 3 females and their age ranged from 21 to 40 years. Also, some of the male subjects had facial hair. The experiments took place inside a room without any windows and artificial lights were the only source of illumination. Fluorescent tube were used, it is a low pressure mercury-vapor gas-discharge lamp that uses fluorescence to produce visible light. The participants were asked to sit in front of a camera and remain still while a facial video is recorded for two minutes by a standard digital camera (Canon XL2) at 30 frames per second (fps) with pixel resolution of 720 x 480 and saved as an AVI file. The videos were then exported from the camera in an uncompressed format to prevent any loss of frames or quality. The ground truth HRV signal was collected using the Bioharness ECG sensor attached to the subject chest. The measurements from the contact sensor and the video recording were both analyzed using a custom code written in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.). The Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) library [24] , which uses a boosted cascade classifier [25] was used as a face detection algorithm.
B. RESULTS
The two methods described in section III were used to extract the PPG signal from the recorded videos. Figure 7 Shows a comparison between a PPG extracted from the videos for both ICA and EVM based methods and the ground truth from the ECG sensor used in the experiment. It is clear that the RR intervals of both PPG and ECG signals are fairly similar.
1) ICA BASED METHOD
A comparison between ICA based method and the ground truth were performed after extracting the time and frequency domain parameters. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was calculated as shown in Table 1 . SDNN, Mean RR and Mean HR showed a very low MAE, 008ms, 0.005ms and 0.006bpm respectively. And the MAE for the frequency domain parameters, LF, HF and LF/HF were 0.34n.u, 0.57n.u and 0.419 respectively. To determine the level of agreement between our ICA based method and the results from the ECG sensor, Pearson's correlation coefficients was used with n = 12. The parameters extracted from the video were strongly correlated with the ground truth with an r = 0.999 for the Mean RR, r = 0.8 for LF parameter, r = 0.84 for HF parameter and r = 0.74 for LF/HF parameter. All the parameters had p < 0.001.
2) EVM BASED METHOD
The results for the EVM based method are shown in Table 2 . The MAE of the SDNN, Mean RR, Mean HR, LF, HF and LF/HF were 0.1ms, 0.006ms, 0.006bpm, 0.28, 0.76, 1.69 respectively. Pearson's correlation was also used in this method to determine the agreement level between this method and the ground truth. Most of the HRV parameter were highly correlated with r = 0.999 for the Mean RR, r = 0.831 and 0.789 for LF and HF parameters and 0.256 for LF/HF.
V. DISCUSSION
In a first approach of this work, we tested the videos we recorded using available previous works based on McDuff et al. [10] (artificial lights were the only illumination source in these videos). As seen in the case of the state of the art ICA and the first attempt with EVM, the extracted signal was very noisy Figure 8 which rendered bad results. This was due to high frequency noise that is mixed with the PPG signal. Therefore, it can be said that the previous approaches works well only when the signal is not very noisy. The two proposed methods in this work aim to resolve the noise problem. The EVM based method clean up the signal more efficiently than previous methods and therefore result in good time domain results. This method showed the best results when it comes to LF component with an MAE of 0.28 while the MAE of the proposed ICA was 0.34. A higher correlation of the LF component between the EVM based method and the ground truth compared to the correlation between the proposed ICA and the ground truth is also obtained.
Also, the EVM based method showed impressive results but the HF and LF/HF components were corrupted because of the HF frequency noise that could not be separated from the PPG signal. Therefore, the proposed ICA method is the most convenient method and produced a clean signal and very good results in both time and frequency domain.
It is true that our proposed ICA a greater promise in our experiment, but the EVM based methods might be more appropriate when motion is involved or when the HF component is not important. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented two new methods for extracting HRV from video signals. The first method is based on the independent component analysis (ICA) technique and the second is based on the Eulerian Video Magnification (EVM) technique.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first successful approach using EVM technique to extract physiological parameters from PPG signals. The method has been tested on 12 subjects from different ethnicities, genders and skin colors. The approach showed a great results when it comes to the time domain parameters, but we could not eliminate the high frequency noise, which affected the HF and LF/HF parameters. On the other hand, the ICA based method solved the HF noise issue. Our proposed ICA approach made enormous progress in results as compared to previous ICA based approaches. More specifically, this method made it possible to deal with noisy signals, especially videos taken when there is only an artificial light as the illumination source. This kind of lighting produces HF signals which interfere with the PPG signals extracted from the video.
The reason why ICA was better when it came to the HF parameter is because of the use of spatial pooling in the EVM technique which combines the nearby pixels together, while the ICA technique separates the signal into independent components which makes the signal less noisy. This, combined with our contributions to the previous ICA approach, made us able to achieve better results and a less noisy signal. Since the topic of this work is still in its early stages, there is a lot of room for future work. One of the important areas of improvement in this approach is the motion of the subject. In the current methods the subject needed to remain still because motion can produce noisy results. Allowing the subject to move will open the door for greater applications.
Another goal is to make the HRV parameters extraction software that we built in this work functions in real time, and not just on recorded videos. This will make the software more flexible, dynamic and useful if someone wants to use it for a live feedback.
The main goal for the future use of this approach in nonmedical fields. We want to take advantage of our good results which we can achieve from a non-contact method of estimating HRV, in order to estimate emotions without solely relying on facial expressions analysis. This will allow for more accurate results for estimating emotions because the subject will not be able to hide their emotions with fake expressions. A great example of an application for this idea is in analyzing the emotions of participants in political debates and in helping in police interrogations. We are also planning to add the some extra details which we did not have the time to implement it in this paper, like statistical comparisons between the different methods mentioned, we want to expand more on our work adds to what has been already done in previous methods. Adding a spectral sensitivities of the channels of the camera used in our experiment is one of our future plans, and a more detailed comparison between the processing time, minimum number of video frames needed for each method and which facial sub-region give the highest accuracy. 
